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Given a differential polynomial P(D) in Rn with constant coefficients, 
consider the functional dimension dfJ of the space JV = {u EC(R~):P(D)U =O) 
endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets 
of R”. If P(D) is elliptic then dfM = n, by a theorem of Y. Kbmura. We 
prove the converse: If dfJ’” = t then the differential polynomial P(D) must 
be elliptic. 
Let P(D) be a differential polynomial on Rn with constant coefficients 
and Jlr the space of all continuous solutions of the homogeneous equation 
P(D)u = 0, (1) 
where differentiation is understood in the sense of distributions. Y. K6mura 
[2] proved that the functional dimension dfJV of the space X has the following 
properties: 
(4) df& b 'zt, 
(k,) P(D) is hypoelliptic if and only if dfdV < 03, 
(KJ If P(D) is elliptic then dfJ1 = n. 
The question whether a differential polynomial P(D) whose solution 
space A” has functional dimension n must be elliptic was left open in [2] 
and seems to be unsolved. 
In this note we prove that the answer to the above question is positive. 
We accomplish this by improving the estimate (kJ in case when the operator 
P(D) is not elliptic. 
Let E be a locally convex topological vector space, U a neighborhood of 
zero and A a set in E. For a given E > 0, the set B C E is called an c-net 
of A with respect to U if A C B + ~27. We denote by iV(A, EU) the smallest 
number of elements in an c-net of A with respect to U. We also denote by 
M(A, EU) the largest number of elements in a set 2 C A such that, for any 
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two distinct elements x, y E 2, we have x - y $ EU. Assuming that L: is 
convex and balanced it is easy to see that 
(see also [I, p. 81). 
The functional dimension of E is defined as 
7 log log N( CT, EU) 
CEf E = sup inf hm 
u v E+O+ log log U/4 ’ 
where U and E’ run through all neighborhoods of zero in E. 
We endow the solution space N with the topology of uniform convergence 
on compact subsets of R” which is defined by the family of seminorms 
p1(u) = $Il& 1 u(x)/, I = 1, z,...; 
.x \ 
then ~lr becomes a FrCchet space. 
We prove the following 
THEOREM 1. If M is the solution space of a nonelliptic dzzerential poly- 
nomial P(D) in Rn, then dfM > n. 
In other words, if M is the solution space of the differential polynomial 
P(D) in Rfi and dfdl’ = 11, then P(D) must be elliptic. Combining this 
result with the theorem (ka) of Y. Gmura (see also [3]) we can state 
THEOREM 2. A diterential polynomial P(D) in R” is elhp& if and or@ z$f 
dfM = n. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let HZ be the degree of the polynomial P. We may 
assume that m >, 1 and 
P(f) = tGn + f CA(P) L?;-’ , (4) 
j=l 
where <’ = (,.$r ,..., en-r), [ = (p, E,), and for each j, Qj is a polynomial of 
degree <j; the form (4) of P can be obtained by a linear transformation of 
the coordinates. 
If P is not elliptic, there exists p = (tlo,..., <,O) E Rn, to f 0, such that 
where P,, is the principle part of P. This is possible only when n > 1 and 
there exists an indexj < n such that fjo # 0, because of (4). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that 4,” f 0 and t,O = Q = .. - = fnO = 0; 
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otherwise we could renumber the coordinates fr ,..., fn-r and shift the 
coordinate system. 
For each k = l,..., n - 1, we consider the polynomial 
where 
4kKt) = % ,*-*, 4 
I 
&c for j = R, 
a’ = 0 otherwise. 
If mk is the degree of A, then, by what we have said before, 
ml <m and mk < m for k = 2,..., n - 1. (5) 
In case mk = 0, for some k, the differential polynomial P(D) is not hypo- 
elliptic and the theorem follows trivially from (kg). Suppose therefore that 
ml, > 1 for all k. We prove that 
n-1 
dfJtr > 1 j-m C mill, (6) 
AZ=1 
where the number on the right-hand side is strictly greater than n, in view 
of (5). 
We define the polynomials 23, , k = l,..., n - 1, of two variables by 
where 
&(!t,t , Lz) = P(u19--*3 4, 
/ 
6% for j = n, 
oj = Ea for j = k, 
0 otherwise. 
For each &E R there are m (not necessarily distinct) complex roots 
xp,..., AC) of equation 
&(& ,A) = 0 
and we have 
Let A(“) be the root for which 
1 A(‘i’ 1 = pljn& 1 X’s”’ 1. 
Then from (7) it follows that 
I Im A(‘) lm d I &(&)I 6 Cd1 + I & I”% 
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where Im stands for “imaginary part” and C’s is a constant (independent 
of k). In particular, if h is a positive integer and fr: assnmes the values 
1, 2,..., vk , where 
Vk = [P-q + 1 
and [a], a E R, is the largest integer <a, then 
with C = 4Ci/‘“. 
Observe now that each set of n - 1 pairs (& , flo)),..., (En-r , d(“-r)) 
generates a solution 
of Eq. (l), where as usually D = (-i(a/axr),..., -i(ajax,)) and i = (-l)r/“. 
When & runs through all integers 1,2 ,..., Q, for each k = l,..., n - 1, we 
can produce in this way ‘o = viva *.. vnpl solutions of Eq. (1) which we denote 
by ur ,..., u,. 
We now proceed similarly as in [2]; we include this argument for the sake 
of completeness. If y is a positive number such that y-l is an integer, we 
denote by % the set of vectors (a1 ,.-., y a ) whose components assume the 
values y, 2y,..., 1. To each vector (ur ,..., a”) E ‘$1 there corresponds a solution 
C”,=, aPup of Eq. (1). 
In Jf we define a continuous seminorm p by 
It is easy to verify that, for two distinct vectors (a, ,..., a,) and (b, ,..., by) in ‘LI, 
Consider now the neighborhoods of zero in -K U = (U EN: p(u) < l> 
and IT1 = (ZJ ~J’-:p~(u) < 11, w h ere 1 is any fixed positive integer. For each 
vector (a, ,..., a,) E ?l we have 
Also from (8) and (9) it follows that 
(9) 
M(v(n - 1) ecnzVi , yU) > y‘-“. w> 
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Let E’ be a given positive number and suppose that 
1 
h>&og i 
4v(n - 1) 
1 E, . (11) 
We set 
E = ,+ChL and y-1 = 
Ele-Chl 
2w(n - 1) 1 ; 
y is well defined because of (11). If C and 1 are fixed and h -+ co then E + 0 
andy-+O. 
Making use of (2) and (10) we obtain 
N(E’V~,EU) = N V,,f E 
u) >Mp+) 
> M(v(n - 1) echrV-2 , yU) > y-v. 
But 
#,ChL = e-Ch1/3 + 0 as E-O, 
and so there exists ~s > 0 such that 
0 ( A”> Y 3Ev(n -r 1) fPr ’ -,‘>(--$r for O<E<E~. 
It follows that, for 0 < E < co , 
log log N(E’& , E U) 3 log v + log log f - log 3 
n-1 
= ;I 
log vt + log log ; - log 3 
~(m~nr,‘)logh+loglogf-log3 
m;~)loglogf-(m~m;l’)log(2cz)-log3. 
Hence we conclude that, for any E’ > 0 and 1, 
lim log log N(E’& , JJ) n-1 
E’OI- log log l/c 
3 1 +mC m;El 
k=l 
(12) 
Since the sets e’Vl form a base of neighborhoods of zero in N, the inequality 
(6) follows from (12). The proof of Theorem 1 is thus complete. 
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